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Taking What's Mine Alone at night in the middle of nowhere. The town sheriff pulls me over. I should

be safe. I'm not. Nothing could have prepared me for what he had planned. And my darkest desires

should have remained a secret. But it seems he knows everything about me. I'm his now, and only I

will do.  Taking What's Ours You can't tease two alpha men like Hudson and Ridge and not expect

consequences, not when you've become their every obsession. They have a target...but their one

obstacle has long legs, thick curves, and a mouth made for sin. They do everything together, and

Charlotte is no exception. She tempted them...and now they've come to collect. Together. Can they

take what they want and still stick to the plan? Five feet, seven inches of lush addiction says no.

Taking What's Hers We've all been that girl. Maybe you did a little social media stalking to check

him out. Maybe you just drove by his house to see if he was home. Maybe you took it a step further

and followed him once or twice. We've all gone a little crazy over a guy before. I went a little crazy.

That's how Archer Ware ended up tied to the bed. I should probably feel bad about it, and maybe

once I get what I want, I will. But right now he's mine, and that's all I care about. This isn't the forced

submission story you're used to. Valentina will stop at nothing to have the man she wants, and

Archer can only take what she gives. Warning:  Obsession beyond control. These books contain

situations involving forced submission and dubious consent. Nothing can stop them from having

what they feel is theirs. These themes are triggers for some, but sweet candy for others. If you're

willing to hold off judgement until the last page, the ending is worth it, I promise.BONUS: Bundle

includes never before seen epilogues for all three stories & chapter 1 of TAKING WHATÃ¢â‚¬â„¢S

HIS!
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Taking What's Mine is a dirty short by Alexa Riley. It's a look into the taboo world of forced

submission. Riley never disappoints with the level of kink in her stories. It was an enjoyable read,

very hot hot hot. I loved the little twist at the end.Taking What's Ours by Alexa Riley is a forced

submission novella. This is one of my favorites from Riley. A dirty, dirty story with two rough men

and one beautiful woman. And the twists and turns definitely surprised me.Taking What's Hers by

Alexa Riley is a forced submission novella -- sort of. This is more of a game to me as the

submission is more given than forced. I liked the book, but it's not my favorite. Lots of crazy stalker

talk and over the top obsession. I totally get it and it wasn't bad, but wow.

This series is so messed up but in the best way. If you have a filthy mind and you don't have a

problem with your smut riding the border of consensual this is the series for you. Like the description

states read until the end. Each story definitely has its own special twist that alleviates any guilt you

feel for enjoying this . If I was honest my favorite story in this bundle is The last one Taking What's

Hers. Valentina and Archer are both literally insane.. I didn't know whether to laugh cry or be afraid

for them. Their kind of crazy is completely unmatched. It was enough to really make me love them.

5 Crazy Ass Stars!

If you do not like hardcore sex the three books in this set are not for you. If you want to live out a

fantasy that involves kinky to another level which will leave your soaked and needing to cool off

when finish reading than this book and author is right up your alley. Enjoy.

This isn't your momma's box set! (Maybe it is, if she likes erotica!)If you like books with make your

panties melt sex, don't mind dubious consent, and want a quick read, these are for you!Think of it as

a book quickie!



This collection was great, if I bit dark. I hadn't read the series before because of the titles, but I was

happily surprised. My favorite was Taking What's Hers. Valentina and Archer are the kind of crazy

that make them quite a pair.

Alexa riley! Nuff said ooooh yeah!

These books aren't for everyone. They seem a bit much but each of the couples (threesome) are

fully aware and participating in the "forced" submission. So even though it's a dark and sensitive

topic, I enjoyed the stories and can't wait to continue with the rest.

All three stories although dark have a light ending, meaning things aren't what they seem. I loved

that, it was neat that Alexa put it in the ends. These stories are erotic and short and fun. They are

great for the in between book reads.
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